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A number ot substances are known which stimulate gastric secretion 
either when introduced into the lumen of the stomach or intestine, or 
when injected intravenoualy or intramuscularly. Among .ubstancea that 
have been tested experl.lllentalq by direct introduction into the stomach 
and have been f'ound active as stimulating agents are beta-alanine, 
histamine, adrenaline, and peptone ( 1). 
Substances which affect gastric eecretion following their intra­
muscular or intravenous injection act through a humoral meobaniam. 
Among compounds which have been teeted f'or such effect are& 
Histidine. This has no effect on gastric secretion (2). 
Choline. Intravenously it weakly stimulates volume and acid (,) . 
Lecithin. Its action is similar to that of choline (,). 
Acetyl-beta-methyl-choline. This was found to be inactive (4). 
Bromcholine. Following subcutaneous injection gastric stimulation 
occurred, but the flow of juice was slower and contained less acid than 
following a comparable injection of' histamine (5). 
Cystamine. It produced an acid gastric secretion when injected 
intramuscularly ( 6). 
Pilocarpine. Intravenous injection of the substance stimulated 
gastric aecretion, and its action was inhibited by atropine (7). 
1Acaprine.1 Subcutaneously injected it caused an increase in the 
f'l ow of' gastric juice ( 8) • 
Hietamizw. llhen injected intramuscularly this is a very effective 
gastric secretagogue (9). 
"Gastrin.• Intramuscular injection of an aqueous acid extract of 
gastric mucosa causes the secretion of a greater volume of gastric juice 
with a higher concentration of acid than before injection (10). 
Extracts of three natural vegetable materials have been shown to have 
a stimulating effect on gastric secretion. · Using spinach, Bickel ( 11) 
prepared an active extract which was stabl.8 to dry heat up to about 140° c. 
and also to boiling with concentrated eydroohlorio acid. Gleichmann (12) 
found filtered tomato juice to be active when in jected intramuscularly. 
Williams, Cox, and Nash (9) prepared a yeast. extract which stimulated the 
preYioualy resting stomachs of doge . 
Since the last mentioned report showed that the active sub stance 
could be concentrated from a hot acid-aqueous extract of yeast, it was 
the purpose of the studies reported in this thesis to purity the extract 
further and to isolate and identit,r the active principle if possible. 
The primary approach to the problem was to devise a more efficient 
and facile method of extraction and this was found in ihe acid-alcohol 
extraction of dr.y yeast . Since this gave a.reliably active extract, the 
procedure of differential solubilities in the major organic solvents was 
followed as a possible means of puritication and identification . 
A still further approach was made by testing various organic c ompounds 
for their activity on gastric secretion, the hope being that the active 
substance in yeast might be identical with one ot them. The compounds were 
selected on the baaia of their known presence in yeast or their suspected 




Preparation of Extracts � Yeast 
_,_ 
Extracts of yeast were first made using commercial toil-wrapped 
cake yeast exactly after the method of Keeton and Koch (10) for the 
extraction of 1gaatrin1 from animal tissues. This method soon proved 
to be much too long and tedious. It had the further disadvantage that 
the extract was not sufficiently concentrated. This made necessary the 
injection of large amounts ot the extract to elicit a response. 
Acid alcohol was then used since it evaporated eaeily and reduced the 
bulk of the extracted material. This method did not decrease the potency 
of the extract but still had one disadvantage. The difficulty was re­
moving the hydrochloric acid from the concentrate. This was accomplished 
only atter repeated additions and subsequent evaporations of absolute 
ethyl alcohol. 
The use of sulphuric acid in conjunction with alcohol as an extracting 
agent was undertaken since this acid might be removed by precipitation, and 
the insoluble sulphate filtered off. The procedure was not successfUl 
partly due to the difficulty of removing all of the aulphate. There was 
also a marked decrease in the activity of the extract. 
In order to prove that the active material was preformed in the yeast 
and not produoed by the action of heat and strong acid, several procedures 
were carried out. Acid alcohol was used as an extracting agent in the 
absence of heat. The yeast was treated with ethyl acetate, to lyse the 
cell membrane, with subsequent acid alcohol extraction. A portion of the 
acid alcohol extract was neutralized with sodium hydroxide to eliminate 
the action of the concentrated acid as the volume of the extract became 
more concentrated. 
Formic acid, a weak acid, was used in place of the strong bl'dro­
chloric acid in acid-alcohol mixtUTe. For the results of these 
experiments consult pages 19-20, 22-2', 25. 
A purer t'orm of wet yeast was extracted with the acid alcohol mix­
ture in the hope that extraneous material would be still further recluced. 
The results are shown on page 27. 
AQUEOUS HYDROCHLORIC ACID EXTRACTION OF COMPRESSED YEAST 
Fresh yeast was mixed with 5 times ita weight of 0.4 per cent hydro­
chloric acid. The thoroughly mixed material was then heated to 90° c. in 
the hot water bath and set aside to cool at room temperat\D'e overnight. 
On the following day it was again heated to 90° and after cooling and 
again standing overnight was filtered. 
Filtration was alow, and the filtrate was cloudy when made through 
paper alone. In order to avoid these difficulties a filter of diatomaceous 
earth on paper in a Buchner tunnel was used with suctiron. The clear fil­
trate was of a light brown color with slight bluish fluorescence. The 
volume of the filtrate., which contained some ot the water content of the 
yeast in addition to that .ef the acid solution, was reduced by concentra­
tion in vacuo at a temperature of 70° or leas to 1/18 to 1/10 of the 
original volume. To this concentrated filtrate was added 6 volumes of 
95 per cent alcohol. Atter standing 1 to ' days this mixture was filtered 
to remove some gumm, solid matter which had settled out. Under diminished 
pressure in a hot (but not over 70°) water bath the alcoholic filtrate 
was evaporated to dryness. 
Much o� the hydrochloric acid was removed at this point by repeated 
treatments with absolute alcohol followed each time by evaporation under 
reduced pressure. 
_,_ 
When the now dey residue was treated with distilled water, a gtl!IID7 
suspension ensued. The brown g� matter was flocculated upon adding 
sutncient dietilled water, and the diluted mixture was centrU'uged at 
high speed. Moat of the insoluble material floated on the liquid which 
could be poured of't easily, the remainder of the insoluble matter being 
removed by filtration,frequently through diatomaceous earth. 
Finally the clear water solution was concentrated in vacuo as before 
to such a volume that 1 cc. would be equivalent to '0 gm. of' original 
yeast, or even to a smaller volume it the solution remained suitable for 
intramuscular injection. It was f'ound that even a water bath temperature 
0 
of' 70 led to some charring of the extract, pre.umably by the hydrochloric 
acid, and therefore in later preparations the water bath temperature was 
reduced to 60°. Even at this lower temperature the extract had a dark 
brown color, and the final concentrated product was very viscid and had 
an unpleasant odor resembling that of mixed organic acids. 
ALCOHOLIC HYDROOHLORIO AOID EXTRACTION OF DRY YEAST 
In order to avoid the long and tedious evaporations and filtrations 
of' the foregoing procedure, search was made f'or a solvent to replace. water. 
The active principle of yeast was found to be soluble in 95 per cent 
alcohol, and a new procedure was devised to make use of this solvent as 
the extracting agent. Also, dry yeast was used instead of compressed 
yeast since the water content of the latter would dilute the alcohol 
appreciably. 
The dry brewer's yeast when suspended in water had a pH of about 5·5· 
Ve have found it necessary to reduce the pH considerably below this level 
for efficient extraction of the active principle. This acidification was 
brought about by the addition of' '7 co. of' concentrated (12 N) �droohloric 
acid to each mixture ot 450 gm. of yeast with 1500 cc. of 95 per cent 
alcohol. The calculated concentration of hydrochloric acid in the final 
mixture was about o., N. While being continuously stirred the acid 
mixture was heated at 70° in the water bath for 2 hours • 
.Atter settling and cooling overnight, the clear supernatant fluid was 
decanted through a suction tilter ot the diatomaceous earth. When it had 
passed through, the remaining sott yeaet mixture was poured on the same 
filter. The nearly dry cake was washed with a volume ot hot 95 per cent 
alcohol, approximately a third that ot the original alcohol used. After 
standing 5 minutes the washing alcohol was drawn through the cake. This 
washing treatment was repeated twice using fresh washing alcohol each time. 
The combined washings and filtrate were evaporated to a thick syrup under 
0 0 
diminished pressure in the hot water bath at a temperature of 60 to 70 • 
A portion of the hydrochloric acid escaped with the distillate. 
When the thick syrupy residue was treated with di,stilled water, a 
large amount of the material dissolved t.parting to the solution a brown 
color. The insoluble portion was removed by centrifugation and filtration. 
Approximately two-fifths by volume of the original syrupy residue was 
removed by this procedure. The clear water solution was eYaporated to 
dryness in vacuo at 60° to 70° on the water bath. AbsoJute ethyl alcohol 
was added and subsequently evaporated seYeral times remoYing portions of 
the hydrochloric acid yet readning. Pinally an absolute ethyl alcohol 
solution was made of the residue, onq a small portion being insoluble. 
This insoluble material was light, fluf'ty, and brown in color and was 
easily removed by staple filtration. 
Atter the clear absolute alcohol solution was evaporated to dryness, 
the dry residue then dissolved in such a volume of water that 1 co. of the 
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resulting solution would be equivalent to �0 to 80 gm. of dry yeaet. 
The above procedure has been standard for most of the extract• made 
during the past year. 
ALCOHOLIC SULFURIC ACIDEXTRACTION 
To a mixture of 1500 cc. of 95 per cent. alcohol and 50 cc. of con­
centrated sulfuric acid was added 450 gm. of dry yeast. This was heated 
on the water bath at 70° tor 2 !lours. The filtrate resulting from thi• 
mixture was treated in the cold with barium hydroxide or solid barium 
carbonate until the solution became only slightly acid. Centrifugation 
and filtration removed solid matter, and the filtrate was evaporated to 
dryness on the water bath at 60°. The water-insoluble traction was then 
removecl by centrifugation and filtration, and the remaining water-aoluble 
traction concentrated to dose level volUJ:De. Solid sodium bicarbonate was 
used to neutralize any small excess of sulfuric acid that remained before 
injection into the animal. 
COLD ALOOHOLIO HYDROCHLORIC ACID EXTRACTION 
.An extract was made in the proportions of 450 gm. of dry yeast with 
1500 cc. of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol and �0 co. of 12 N hydrochloric 
acid at roam temperature. The mixture was stirred with a motor stirrer 
for two hours without heating and then allowed to stand overnight. 
Subsequent processing of the preparation was guided by the standard 
alcoholic hydrochloric acid extraction procedure. 
EXTRACTION AFTER TREATMENT WITH ETHYL ACETATE 
Dry yeaet was added to an equal weight of ethyl acetate. The mixture 
had the appearance of a su•pension, but upon the addition of a weight of 
distilled water equal to the original weight of yeast the mixture assumed 
a doughy appearance with very little free liquid observable. Frequent 
stirring by hand to assure thorough mixing of the pasty mass was kept up 
tor 4 houra. 
(a) To a portion of this mass was added with thorough stirring 1500 cc. 
of 95 per cent alcohol per pound of dry yeast, and the resulting mixture 
allowed to stand 2 hours before filtering through diatomaceous earth. 
The clear light brown filtrate was termed •neutral alcohol extract.• 
. 
(b) Another· portion of the yeast-aoetate-YB.ter mass was mixed with 
1500 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol (plua '5 co. of concentrated hy'droohloric 
acid) per pound of dry yea.t. This was allowed to stand for two hours and 
then filtered through diatomaceous earth. The brown filtrate was termed 
•acid-alcohol extract.• 
(c) A part of the •acid-alcohol extract• having been immediately neu­
tralized with 4 normal sodium hydroxide to a pH of about 5, the remaining 
portion was allowed to stand in the strongly acid solution. At the higher 
pH a brown, fluffY material separated and was removed by centrifuging. 
This separated solid material was found to be soluble neither in 95 per 
cent alcohol for the most part nor in distilled water. The clear solution 
was called •neutralized acid-alcohol extract.• 
(d) Each of these three extracts (a,b,c) was then concentrated to dryness 
and taken up 1a approximately 150 co. of absolute ethyl alcohol, the in­
soluble residue being centrifuged ott. After the absolute alcohol had 
been evaporated away under reduced pressure at 60° and the dry residue 
taken up in water, the water-insoluble portion was removed by centrituga-
tion. The now a,ueous extracts were evaporated separately to dose level 
volume for injection. 
ALCOHOLIC FORMIC AOID EXTRACTION 
One pound of dry yeast was mixed with 1500 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol 
0 
and 50 co. of formic acid, heated at 60 tor one hour, allowed to stand 
overnight, and then filtered. The filtrate was evaporated to a thick . 
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syrup in vacuo at 60 and then ta.ken up in about 60 cc. of 95 per cent 
alcohol. This wae evaporated to dr.yness in vacuo and the residue treated 
with about 60 cc. of absolute alcohol which was evaporated oft also. 
The absolute alcohol treatment was repeat�d twice more. Approximate� 
,oo cc. of water were added to the dey residue and the resulting water 
solution filtered. The filtrate was evaporated to a thick syrup, to which 
water was added to make a concentration suitable tor injection. Final� 
the solution was sealed in ampules and sterilized in boiling water. 
ALCOHOLIC HYDROCHLORIC ACID EXTRACTION OP WET COMPRESSED STARCH-l'REE YEAST 
Two pounds of wet compressed yeast (specially prepared tree of starch) 
were treated with 95 per cent alcohol and concentrated �drochloric acid 
in the usual manner, except that the amount of acid was reduced to '0 co. 
per pound of yeast. The only difference noted between this extraction and 
those made similar� from other types of yeast was that the color of the 
filtrate was somewhat lighter, and that upon a subaeqt,18nt concentration on 
the water bath this paleneaa of color was maintained. When the final 
residue had been treated with distilled water and reconcentrated, it was 
taken up in distilled water to a volume suitable for injection. 
Chapter 2 
Treatmen'1! 2!_ Concentrated Kxtracts � Yeast 
Having successfully prepared an extract that was dependable in ita 
effect when injected, further purification procedures were emplo,yed. The 
concentrated extract was treated with phosphotungstic acid which almost 
universally precipitates organic bases. Decolorizing charcoal (Nuchar) 
was used on the extract which also removed in addition to the color a 
large amount of solid material. 
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Various organic solvents, such as absolute meteyl or eteyl alcohols 
and acetone, were used to separate the actiYe material trom the bulk of 
the extract. 
Finally the extract was treated with nitrous acid since it was known 
tram experiment& ot others that this treatment destroy-ed the activity ot 
primarY amines such as histamine. By this means the active material was 
shown not to be histamine or a pri.mary' amine, thua deciding a controversial 
point. 
PHOSPHOTUNGSTIO AOID PREOIPITATION 
The precipitating agent was 20 per cent phosphotungetic acid (in 5 per 
cent sulturic acid). ApproximatelY 4oo cc. ot this reagent were found 
necessary tor complete precipitation ot the aqueous solution ot the usual 
alcoholic hydrochloric acid extract, equivalent to 900 gm. ot dry yeast. 
The heavy yellowish precipitate carried down with it moat ot the color ot 
the solution. With a slight excess ot phosphotungstic acid present, the 
mixture was covered and allowed to stand at room temperature tor 24 hours. 
On the following day the supernatant was tested agatn with a tew drops of 
the phosphotungstic acid reagent and it no further precipitation occurred, 
the heavy precipitate was removed by centrifUging. The precipitate was 
washed in the centrifuge cup several times with dilute sulfUric acid. 
In order to release the organic bases from the precipitate, saturated 
baryt.a water was added with stirring until the mixture became and remained 
just slightly alkaline. 
Residues ot barium phosphotungstate and sulfate were removed by 
centrifUging and then washed with distilled water, the washings being 
added to the slightly alkaline supernatant. The removal ot these barium 
precipitates was difficult and in sane cases the mixture was allowed to 
stand overnight in order that the crystals might grow .b:y accretion and 
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then was heated and filtered. 
The slight� alkaline supernatant was treated with carbon dioxide 
under pressure \mtil saturated and then was heated OD the water bath at 
the boiling temperature tor 15 to '0 minutes to convert soluble barium 
bicarbonate into insoluble normal carbonate, which was then filtered off. 
After the filtrate had been evaporated under reduced pressure at 6CP to a 
very small volume, any residual barium was removed by adding dilute sul­
furic acid. This solution was concentrated to doae level volume in the 
usual manner and ad juated to pH of about 5 be tore injection. 
The filtrate from the original phoaphotungatic !Cid precipitation, 
incll.lding the washings, was treated in a similar manner, the barium being 
completely removed betore injection. This material was termed the 
"non-precipitated• traction. 
DECOLORIZATION BY CHARCOAL 
A concentrated aqueous. solution ot an alcoholic hJdrochloric acid 
extract was treated with decolorizing charcoal (Nuchar) 'at almost 100° 
tor ' to 5 minutes. When the charcoal had been filtered off, the filtrate 
was found to be clear and colorless in contrast with the original dark 
brown sticq solution. The charcoal was washed with warm water, the fil­
trate and washings then being concentrated to dryness in vacuo. Fine white 
needles crystallized out, but on injection were essentially inactive in 
stimulating gastric secretion. An attempt was made to elute active material 
from the charcoal by dilute sulfuric acid, but. without success. 
ABSOLUTE ETHYL ALCOHOL SOLUBLB PRAOTION 
Treatment of a concentrated active extract ot dry yeast with a rela­
tively large volume ot absolute eteyl alcohol (as routinely done in the 
alcoholic eydrochloric acid method of extraction ) caused the separation ot 
a flut.t,y, flocculent precipitate which could be centrifuged oft easily. 
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The absolute alcohol soluble traction was then evaporated to dryness under 
0 
diminished pressure at 60 • Distilled water was added to the solid resi-
due until a volume suitable for �••tion was reached. !n1 excess hydro-
chloric acid still remaining was neutralized with solid sodium bicarbonate 
before injection. 
ABSOLUTE METHYL .AIDOHOL SOLUBLE FRACTION 
When the usual alcoholic hydrochloric acid extract was evaporated 
almost to dryness, fine white c17atab were seen to form. These crystals 
in 
were found to be fairly insoluble methtl alcohol and were removed by the 
A 
use of this solvent which apparently dissolved the remainder of the syruw 
mass. On filtering,the colored material remained in solution while the 
white crystals collected on the filter paper. Upon reconcentration of the 
0 
filtrate at 60 under diminished pressure, more crystals similar 1n appear-
ance to the first crop appeared. These were removed in the same way, and 
then the alcohol was evaporated off completely from this second filtrate. 
The residue from this filtrate was dissolved in water to make a volume 
suitable for injection. 
ACETONE EXTRACTION 
A coacentrated water solution of the usual alcoholic hydrochloric acid 
extract of a pound or two of yeast was stirred with successive 50 oc. per-
tiona of redistilled acetone. A b�, light brown material was lett 
behind atter the acetone soluble fraction had been poured off. As the 
acetone treatments were repeated, this material became more and more viscid 
until on stirring it 1balled1 in the vessel. Further addition of acetone 
beyond this point was found to extract no more soluble :��atter. The combined 
acetone extracts were evaporated to dryness at 60° under diminished preaauns. 
At this point the dry residue was found to contain a small amount ot light 
-1,_ 
brown cryatala. These crystals were readily water aoluble imparting a 
light yellow or brownish color to the solution. Due to the alight acidi� 
cf the aqueoua solution, it was neutralized with sodium bicarbonate before 
injection. 
NITROUS AOID TREATMENT 
To 2 cc. (equivalent to about 60 gm. dry yeast.) of an aqueous solu-
tion (of' pH between 2 and ') of active alcoholic hydrochloric acid extract 
were added 50 mg. of sodium nitrite. The mixture was then heated on the 
0 
water bath at 60 tor ' minutes. 
Upon the addition of 25 mg. of urea, vigorous effervescence resulted 
indicating an excess ot nitrite. The mixture was again heated on the water 
bath at 60 for ' minutes. Finally the solution was neutralized with solid 
sodium bicarbonate to pH ot about 6 just before injecting into the animals. 
Chapter ' 
Operative Technique � Gastro-Jejunal Fistula 
The animals after starving 24 hours were given a subcutaneous injec­
tion of 1/4 gr. morphine and 1/120 gr. atropine pre-operatively. This 
usually caused emesis insuring a minimum amount of residue in the stomach, 
and also assisted the anesthesia produced by ether. 
The anterior abdominal wall was prepared using iodine-alcohol antiaep-
sis. A lateral rectus incision was made for a distance of about 10 em. 
On opening the peritoneal cavity, the jejunum was located from the duodeno-
je juna.l junction which is indicated by a ligament corresponding to the 
ligament of Treitz in the human. 
A section of jejunum approximately 8 em. in length with a good fan­
shaped blood supply was selected, and after the direction ot peristalsis 
-a. If­
had been noted, it was clamped using the least amount of pressure possible. 
The blood supply was double ligated at each end, and the section was cut 
through and placed in sponges soaked in warm 0.9 per cent sodium chloride. 
The jejunum was anastomosed using the end-to-end. teohniq'M. Single 
black silk No.1 or Deknatel No. 1 was used, and a through-and-through in­
verting suture of the Connell or Lambert type was used and tied on itself. 
Special care must be taken at the separation of the two layers of meserteey 
where it meets the bowel,and often an extra suture was used at this locaticn. 
The jejunal segment was reversed and the distal end sutured into a 
stab wound made into the greater curvature of the stomach using the same 
sutures and technique. The proximal end was brought to the exterior through 
a lett rectus stab wound and fixed with one or two skin sutures. The wound 
was closed by a single suture of white silk No. 1 or Dsknatel No. 1; the 
peritoneum was sutured serosa to serosa1 and then the abdominal parietee in 
layers, a continuous runni ng suture of white silk No. l or Deknatel No. 1 
being used for aponeuroses, muscle1 and skin, although interrupted sutures 
and occasionally Halsted's subcuticular suture were sometimes used in the 
skin. 
Chapter 4 
Ae say of Extract !!! Dogs 
ANIMALS 
The data represent ten dogs weighing from 9 to 15 kilograms. All of 
the dogs with the exception of one (No. 41) which had a Spivack gastric 
·fistula, were ot the gastric intestinal fistula type prepared according to 
the usual procedure (See operative technique). In two cases (No. 6' and 
No. 64) the isolated loop was of very distal jejunum or of proximal ileum, 
it being almost impossible to say definitely in which area the resection 
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was made . 
The doge gave negative tests for free hydroch loric acid in 78 per cent 
of the control gastric samples for the � minute period preceding injec­
tion . In 't:.he 22 per cent giTing a positive test for free acid, the h ighest 
value was only 0.7 ot a mi llequiTalent of free hydroch loric acid. Of the 
rema ining values 6' per cent or more were within the range of 0.2 or lese 
of a millequivalent of free hydroch loric acid, and this value is not 
considered statistically significant. 
Five additiona l doge were used f or observation, but because of the 
fact that the se dogs would spontaneously secrete free hydroch loric acid in 
the control periods, their results are not inc luded in the data . There is, 
however, leas tendency apparently for gastric inte stinal fistu la doge to 
secrete free acid in control periods than for doge with the Spivack fistula. 
Apparently this latter preparation developed either an internal or externa l 
gastric u lcer with subsequent spontaneous or continuous  acid secretion. On 
the other hand ,  there is no ba si a tor cone ludiJJg that the gastric intes­
tinal fistula JDaY' not develop interna l gastric u lcera, although ob serva­
tions have not shown the presence of any. or necessity, however, they do 
not develop gastric u lcera of the external type, and there is no apparent 
u lceration of the intestinal segment. 
EXPERIMEN'l'AL 
The anima ls were fed daily with 1Purina dog chow1 in biscuit form to 
which some sodium chloride was occasiona lly added, experiments with h ista­
mine on doge by Goebe l and Bartosieroiz ( 1') having shown that alkalosis 
re su lts tram excessive chloride removal. For this reason, as well as 
general nutritiona l  considerations, the doge were not u sed on con secutive 
days .  
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The animals in all of �he experiments received no food tor 20 to '0 
hours before injec�iana. Gas�rio conten�s were collec�ed by a 20 cc . 
qringe from a No. 20 rubber catheter inserted through the fistula. I� 
was necessary tha� the stomach con�ain no food residue , since �his would 
bring about the secre�ion of free hydrochloric acid. Also, �he p�icles 
of food would occlude the opening of �he catheter and syringe and thus 
prevent complete emptying of th� stomach. The technique �as attemp�ed 
of washing with wa�er the s�omach in which a bit of food residue remained, 
but �his procedure was toUlld to be unsatisfactory . At the beginning of the 
experiment the doge 1 stomachs were completely emptied and the ma�erial die­
carded. In la�er experiments. if this ma�erial showed e:n:y eigne of free 
hydrochloric acid, the animal was no� used. For �he nerl two hours, the 
samplee were collec�ed a� 15 minute intervale, �he entire con�en�s being 
withdrawn. The two samples oollec�ed during each ,0 minute period were 
combined tor analysis,mak1ng a �otal of 4 samples tor each animal. At the 
end of �he first '0 minute interval �he ma�erial �o be tested was injected 
intramueoularly into either the gluteal or thigh region. In no case was 
more �han 1 to 1-f cc. given in e:n:y one location. If �he erlract was not 
sufficiently concen�rated so tha.t �his amount contained �he necessary 
yeas� equivalent, the dose was divided and given into both sides. In no 
case was more �han 4 cc. U.ed, and in �he majority of oases the dose 
injected was lese than' cc., particularly as the extract became more 
purified. 
The animals were kept as quiet as possible to prevent e:ny spon�aneoua 
gas�rio secretion. In some particularly refrac�ive cases in�ravenous in­
jeo�ions of Nembutal were used, �he initial dose being approxima�ely 1/2 gr. 
per kilo of body weight; this was shown no� to have any eftec� on �he gas-
-17-
trio response to histamine or to yeast extract • 
.ANALYTICAL METHODS 
For free hydrochloric acid 2 to 5 co. ot the gaatric sample were 
. 
titrated to pH 2.4 with 0. 1 N sodium hydroxide using thymol blue as an in-
dicator and a phthalate butter solution with the same indicator as a color 
standard. Total� in the same sample was measured by further t-itration 
with 0. 1 N sodium hydroxide to the second color change of thymol blue at 
a pH of 8.0 using a phosphate butter solution as a color standard ( 14 ). 
Since the valuea tor pepsin had been ahown previously (9) not to be 
esaential to the asaay of the active substance, these were not routinely 
done. 
Chapter ' 
Probability ,2! Significance in !. Single � ,2! � 
The resulta of experiment& were analysed statistically according to 
the formula of Mainland (15) tor the determination of !· This value tor 
! was then compared with l'isher1s (16) table to determine the probability 
ot the results being due to chance. A value that corresponded to 0.05 in 
the table was taken to be significant. This represents a probability that 
the increases were due to chance only one in twenty times. 
The values tor the '0 minute interval before injection represent the 
normal resting secretion of the stomach. These values were consistently 
observed in experiments in which 0.9 per cent sodium chloride or inactive 
material was injected. All calculations were baaed on value• obtained in 






ALCOHOLIC HYDROOHLORIO AOID EXTRAOT OF DRY YEAST 
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In Table I are shown the results of 4 experiments in which 1 to 2 co. 
of an alcohol hydrochloric acid extract (equivalent. t,o ,0 to 45 gm. of 
yeast) were injected intramuacularly. ·In the same Table, the probabili­
ties of a chance increase in free hydrochloric acid, total acid, and 
volumes are shown as compared with the first '0 minute (or control) period 
preceding injection. 
As compared with the control averages there is an apparent. increase 
in all three of the factors recorded. HoweYer, this increase is not 
statistically significant;. This equivocal result ms:y be due to the small 
number of observations recorded and to the relatively small dose. The 
dose here employed falls into the category of liminal dosage. Later it 
was found that a dose equivalent to 60 to 90 gm. of yeast does produce a 
significant response. Large values for the control period in the case of 
two of the dogs also affected the statistical significance. While these 
results, therefore, fall into the classification of orientation experi­
ments, further work has indicated that the apparent increases are real. 
(See Table IX). 
Experiment II 
OOLD ALOOHOLIO HYDROOHLORIO ACID EXTRACT 
In Table II are shown the results of the injection of ' cc. of an 
extract prepared f'rom dry yeast using hydrochloric acid with 95 per cent 
TABLE I 
Effeots of injection of alcoholic h.vdrochlorio acid extra.ot in 











Volume Free HCl Total Acid 



























Effect of injection of alcoholic hydrochloric a cid extract (pre­
pared in the cold) in do ses equivalent to 60 to 100 grams of dry yeast. 
- ----
Experiment No. Volume Free HCl Total cid 
(Control) 30 minute period preceding injection 
co. meq. meq. 
1. 5.0 0.2 0.3 
2. 2.0 o.o o.o 
3. 16.0 0.2 o.s 
Firat 30 minute period after in jection 
1. 17.0 0.6 1.5 
2. 14.0 o.s 1.4 
3. 43.5 1 .9 3.6 
P* o.1 o.1 o.os 
Secon d 30 minute period after injection 
1. s.o 0.1 o.3 
2. s.o 0.3 o.s 
3. 24.0 o.a 1.2 
P* o.s 0.2 0.2 
-� 
Third 30 minute period af'ter injection 
1. 11.o o.1 0.3 
2. 1.5 o.o o.o 
3. '9 .5 o .3 0.5 
P* 1.o l.o 1.0 
•P : Prob ability of chance increase 
- -
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alcohol in the cold. The dry yeast equivalent is 60 to 100 gm. per dose. 
Although the results are statistically inBignificant in all cases, 
they do indicate that some fraction of the active material may have been 
extracted. If so, this fraction must represent a very minute amotmt as 
compared with extraction at the higher temperature. 
Experiment III 
ALCOHOLIC SULFURIC AOID EXTRACT 
In Table III are shown the results of the injection of 1.5 to � cc• 
of the alcoholic sulfuric acid extract representing a dry yeast equivalent 
of from 45 to 55 gm. or a wet compressed starch-tree yeast equivalent of 
60 gm. 
The results are essentially negative indicating failure of this 
method to extract active principle from the quantities of yeast tried. 
Experiment IV 
EXTRAOTION WITH ETHYL ACETATE FOLLOWED BY ALCOHOLIC HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
In.Table IV are shown the results of the injection of 1 ., to� co. of 
extract representing a dry yeast equivalent of 52 to 60 gm. The results 
are very definitely negative, except that dog No. 4� showed a slight in­
crease in secretion. No statistical significance can be attached to this 
exception, however. 
Experiment V 
ALCOHOLIC FORMIC ACID EXTRACT OF DRY YEAST 
The results of the injection of 1.5 to 2 co. of the absolute alcohol 
soluble fraction of the alcoholic formic acid extract are shown in Table v. 
The extract, which was similar in appearance to the hydrochloric acid 
extract, was neutralized to a pH of approximately 6 just before injection. 
Increases in volume, free hydrochloric acid, and total acid are shown, 
and they are significant statistically. 
TABLE III 
Effects of injection of alcoholic sulphuric acid extract in doses 
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Third 30 minute period after injection 
13.0 o.o 
3.5 o.9 

































*P • Probability of chance increase. 
.. 2 2  .. 
TABLE IV -23-
Effects of injection of ethyl acetate alcoholic hydrochloric acid 
extract in doses equivalent to 45 to 60 grams of dry yeast. 
Experiment No. Volume Free HCl Total Acid 
(Control) 30 minute period pr eceding injection 
�---
co. meq. meq. 
1. 2.5 o.o o.o 
2. o.5 o.o o.o 
3. o.5 o.o o.o 
4. 2.5 o.o o.o 
5. 4.0 o.o o.o 
s. o.o o.o o.o 
7. 3.0 o.o o.o 
a. 2.5 o.o o.o 
First 30 minute period after injection 
1. o.o o.o o.o 
2. 4.0 o.o o.o 
3.- 19.0 1.3 2.0 
4. o.o o.o o.o 
5. 2.0 o.o o.o 
s. 2.0 o.o o.o 
7. 1.0 o.o o.o 
a. 15.0 o.1 1.2 
P* o.2 o.4 o.2 
Second 30 mimte period after injeoticn 
-- -
1. 1.o 0.0 o.o 
2. 2.0 o.o o.o 
3. 14.5 o.9 1.4 
4. 0.5 o.o o.o 
5. o.5 o.o o.o 
s. o.o o.o o.o 
7. 0.5 o.o o.o 
a. 7.0 o.4 o.s 
P* 0.5 1.o o.2 
(Cont.) 
TABLE IV (Cont'd) -24-
Third 30 minute period after injection 
co. meq. meq. 
1. 2.0 o.o . o.o 
2. 1.0 o.o o.o 
3. 2.5 o.o 1.1 
4. s.o o.o o.o 
5. o.5 o.o o.o 
6. o.5 o.o o.o 
7. 2.0 o.o o.o 
e. s.o o.4 o.s 
P* o.5 1.o 0.1 
•P • Probabilit,y of chance increase. 
TABLE V 
Effects of injection of absolute ethyl alcohol soluble fraction of 
alcoholic formic acid extract in doses equivalent to 60 grams of dr,y yeast. 
Experiment No. Volume Free H-Cl Total Acid 
{Control) '0 minute period preceding injection 
cc. ��· meq. 
1. 6.o-- 0.4 0.6 
2. 1.2 o.o o.o 
,. '·5 o.o o.o 
4. 2.0 o.o 0.1 
5·. **45.0 o.o 0.6 
6. �.o o,o o.tt 
First '0 minute period a:rter injection 
1. 1,.0 1.1 1.4 
2. 2.5 o.o o.o 
,. 52·0 ,.1 ,.8 
4. 19.0 1.1 1.6 
5 · 14.5 o.o o.o 
6. l,.o 0.5 0.9 





















































It 1e  interestiDg to no te  that the greatest increaae in the secre-
tlon ia  to be fau.ncl in the second 30 llinute period followiDg inJection 
rather than in the f irat 30 ainute period as had been a ean preYlou.alT 
wiSh the 1Dject1on of the alcoholic qdrochloric acid extract. 
bperiaent VI 
.ALOOli>LIO HYDK>CBU>RIO .A.OID J:XTR.A.C! OF DT COMPRESSED STARCH-J'RD !:U.S! 
In !'able TI are ahown the results of the inJection of 1.5 to 2 cc. of 
an acid alcohol extract ot wet compreaaecl starch-free J'e&at,  each dose re-
presenttDc 60 to 80 gm. of the 7eaat. In thla ext raction the aaount of 
concentrated qdroohloric acid was reduced from the usual 37.5 co. to onl7 
30 co. per 450 gm. of 7eaat. !hi s fact and the high water con tent of the 
wet yeaat, whi ch reducee the 7eaat equ:l.Talent as compared. with the drJ' 
7eaat ma7 account fo r the atat 1at1call7 insignifi cant rew.lts which were 
o bsened. 
Chapter 2 
lxtract a SUbJected !g. J\lrther !reatment 
Jb:pertmen t VII 
PHOSPHOTONGS!riO .A.CID TREA'l'DNT OF ALCOll)LIC HYDROCHLORIC ACID :IXTIU.CT 
OF ltiST 
In !able VI I are shown the resul ta of the inJ action of 1 to 2 co. of 
the fraction of the 7eaat extract precipi tated b7 phosphotungstic acid, 
each do se representing an equ1Talent of 45 to 70 gm. of dr7 7east . The 
results are negatiTe, altho�h some ali ght inoreaee i s  apparent 1n total 
acid in the aecond 30 minute period; this ,  howeTer, is stati at1oall7 
insi gnificant . 
TABLE VI -27-
Effects of injection of alcoholic �drochloric acid extract ot 
wet compressed starch-tree yeast in doses equivalent to 60 to 80 grams 
of the yeast . 
Experiment No . Volume P'ree HCl Total Acid 
(Control ) '0 minute period preceding injection 
cc . meq. meq. 
1. 16.0 o.li 0.7 
2. 8.0 o.o o.o 
,. 5·0 o.o o.o 
4. 2.5 o.o o.o 
Firat ,0 minute period after injection 
1. l, .o 0.7 1. 1 
2. 16.0 o.o o.o 
, . 15.0 1.0 1.4 
4.  8.5 0.2 0.5 
P* 0.2 0.2 0. 1 
Second '0 minute period after injection 
1. 4 .0 o.o 0. 1 
2 •. 8.0 0.1 0.2 
': 5·5 0. 1 0.2 2.5 o.o 0.1 
P* o.4 0.7 0.9 
Third '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  o.o o.o o.o 
2. 8.0 o.o o.o 
,. 4.5 o.o o.o 
4. o.o o.o o.o 
P* 1.0 1.0 1.0  
•P : Probability of chance increase . 
TABLE VII -28-
Effects of injection ot phosphotungstic acid precipitable fraction 
of an active extract in doses equivalent to 45 to 70 grams of dry yeast . 
Experiment No. Volume ll'ree HCl Total Acid 
(Oontrol) '0 minute period preceding injection 
co.  meq. meq. 
l.  1.5 o.o o.o 
2. ,8.o o.o o.o 
,. u.o o.o o.o 
4 .  8.0 o.o o.o 
'· •• o o.o . o.o 
ll'irst '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  2.0 o.o o.o 
2. 16.0 o.o o.o 
,. \ 29.0 o.o o.o 
4 .  9·5 o.o o.o 
5· 4 2.0  o.o o.o 
.. 0.5 1.0 1.0 
Second '0 minute period after injeoti� 
1 .  1.5 o.o o.o 
2. 12.0 o.o o.o 
,. ,o.o o.o o.o 
4 .  21.0 0.2 0.5 
5· 9.0 o.o o. 4  
.. o,a o,, 0.1 
Third '0 minute period after injection 
1.  4 .0 o.o o.o 
2. 1�.o o.o o.o 
, . l .o o.o o.o 
4 .  8.0 o.o 0.2 
5· 2.0 o.o o.o 
,. 1.0 
•r • rr.oa�1h.t7 � ,._. i•r•ue 
1.0 o., 
bperiaet VIII -29-
.ALCOHOLIC HlDROOHLORIC ACID EXTUOT DZCOLORIZED nTH CH.A.BCO.A.L 
In !abl e Till are shown the re iUlts of the inJ ect ion of 2 to 6 cc. 
of a decolorised aci d alcohol extract of dry yeast, each do se repre­
senting 22. 5 to 136 gm. of the )18ast. !he reiUl t a  are negative, 1nd1-
ca'ln& that the charcoal removed the greater part of the act1'fi tJ. 
lfowever, i t  m7 be seen from the !able that the material inJected wa• 
not entirel7 inacti'fe. 
-.perlaent IX 
.A.BSOLU'rl .ALCOHOL S>LU:BLB l!U.CTION OJ .ALCOHOLIC 
BJDBOCBLORIC JIJ ID UTRAOT OJ !.UST 
J'u.rther teats of the absolute alcohol fraction of the alcoholic 
h7drocbl oric acid extract of yeast are shown in fable u. The doaace 
was increased so that the dr7 7east equi'falent amounted to 60 to 67 gm. , 
2 to 4 cc. of the final eoluti&n being inJ ected. 
!he reaulta of 8 teats ahow increases in free eydrochlo ric and to tal 
acid as well aa in 'fOlUM, whi ch are atat l stl call7 algni ficant, being far 
out of the range of cbance in �e first and secon d periods following 
inJ ect ion. In the thi rd period after i DJ ection the results do not show a 
8.D7 significant increase, pre.um&'bl7 due to the wearing off of the effect 
of the active agent and the return of the secretion of the etonach to it s 
normal level . 
In 6 out of the 8 caaes the an i-.ls were anestheti sed with Nembutal 
in o rder to pre'fent them from 'becomng uoited as well as to avoid ex­
ceasi'fe swallowiDC of saliTa, which was allowed to drain from the mouth in 
the anes thetised animal a. !'his latter arrangement obW'tatea the po a si b1lit7 
that the Tolume of gastric secretion might be augmented br swallowed aali 'fa 
and al so that the ac1 d1 t7 might be DDre or lees nea.tral ised br the alkaline 
TABLE VIII _,o-
!tteo�s ot injeo�ion ot an ao�ive extrao� deco1orized with charcoal 
in doses equivalent to 22.5 to 1'5 gre.me of dry yeast. 
Experiment No. **Volume Free HCl Total Acid 
(Oontrol) '0 minute period preceding inj eo�ion 
cc. meq. meq. 
1 .  ,.o o.o o.o 
2. ,5.0 o.o o.o 
,. 10.0 o.o o.o 
4. 27.0 0.2 0.9 
5· 1.0 o.o o.o 
6. lf·R- !•I .!, 4 
Pirst '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  ,2.0 o., 0. 8 
2. 41.0 0. 1 0.2 
,. 29.0 1.4 2.0 
4. 27.0 o.o o.o 
5· 24.0 o.o 0.2 
6. 27.0 1.1  1.6 
I! ••  O.l e. a J 
Second '0 minute period after injection 
1.  ,,.o 0.2 0.5 
2. 20.0 o.6 o.a 
, .  16.0 0.5 o.a 
4. 70.0 o.o , o.o 
5· 19.5 1.1 1.5 
6. 1,.5 o.o o., 
l! s•" O!f "' 
Third ,0 minute period after injection 
1.  '7·5 o.o o.,. 
2. 7.0 o.o o.o 
,.  20.0 o.6 0.1 
4. 60.0 o.o o.o 
,. 8.0 o.4 0.6 
6. 18.0 o.a 1.1 
,. ,,, 
•P • Probuilit.T ot ohdle iDoreaM . 
o.a o., 
•• • Large volume increases due to saliva. 
TABLE IX 
Bt":f'ecte of" injection of" absolute eteyl alcohol soluble t"raction of" 
alcoholic hydroch loric acid extract in doses equivalent to 60 to 67 grams 
of dey yeast. 
Experiment No. Volume Free HCl Total Acid 
( Control) '0 minute period preceding injection 
cc. meq. meq. 
1.  4 .0 o.o o.o 
2. 21.0 0.2 0.5 
, . 7·5 o.o o.o 
4 .  o.o o.o o.o 
,. o.o o.o o.o 
6. o.o o.o o.o 
1· 1.0 o.o o.o 
8. z.o o,o 0.0 
Pint '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  4 6,0 4 .4 5·a 
2. 67.0 2.0 ,.7 
,. 4 5.0 1., 2,0 
4 .  52·0 4 .a 6.4 
,. 29.0 1.a 2., 
6. ,1.0 2.9 ,.a 
1·  10.0 0.7 1.0 
a. ,o.o 2.9 ' ·5 
,. 0,001 o.oo1 o.oo1 
Second '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  �.o ,.2 4 ., 
2. ,5.0 0.5 1., 
, . 21.0 0.2 0.5 
4 .  14 .0 0.8 1., 
5· �·5 2.9 ,.6 
6. ,7.0 ,.6 4 .6 
1· 10.0 0.7 1,0 
a. ,7.0 ,.a 4 .5 
,. o.oo1 o.oo1 o.oo1 
I 
(Oont 1d) 
TABLE IX (Oont 1d) _,2_ 
Third � minute period after injection 
cc. meq. meq. 
1. ,7.0 ,., 4 .6 
2.  20.0 o., o.s 
, . a.o 0�1 o.a 
4 .  4.0 o.o o.o 
5· 6.0 o.i 0.6 6. 12.5 o. o.a 
1· 6., . o., o., 
8. 15.0 1., 1.7 
,. o.1 0.05 0.1 
*P • Probability of chance increase. 
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sali'fa, which I have found in dog s J11L7 nm aa high aa pH of 9. In the 
two remainiDg cases the animal s were not aneathe�isecl, since their be-
bav1or was of aa.ch nature as to make anesthesia unnecessary. 
lxperiaent I . 
ABSOLU'.r:l WC'l'HYL ALOOH>L SJW� JRAOTION OJ' .ALC011>LIO 
HlDB>OBLORIC .ACID J:X!rRA.CT Ol ltiST 
In '!'able I are ehown the re.W.\s of the iDJ ection of 3 cc. of the 
absolute •thyl alcohol soluble fraction of  an alcoholic qdrochloric 
acid extract of dry y•at, thi s do ae being equivalent to 100 gm. of dry 
'!he resul ta are ataU stioall7 aJ&nificant ba.t to a leaaer decree 
than might be expected from such a yeast equi"falent.  
bperiant XI 
.lCJlTOlil SOLUBLB JRMJTIOli OF .lLCOJI)LI C HYDBOCBLORIC 
OR :n>BM IC .lC ID JXTRACT OJ' nA.ST 
In Table XI are the reRlta o f  the inJection of 1 to 1. 5 oc. of the 
acetone soluble fraction of either qdrochloric or fol'llio acid alcoholic 
extraction, each do se representing an equi"falent of 60 to 200 gm. of 
dr7 yeast. 
!he re.W.ta were not significant stati aticalq at aD7 point, the 
"faluea being easentiallT those that might be obaened following the 
inJ ection of isotoni c sodium chloride solution. 
�eriment XI I 
!IEJ: HON�PRJlCIP I'l'.lTBD JRlCTION OF Y:.UST EXTRACT 
W ITH PHOSPHOTUNGSTIC AC ID 
In !able XI I  are shown the results of the inJ ection of 1.25 to 
1 . 5  cc. ( eqa.ivalent io 45 io 100 gm. dry yeaat) of the noD-precipitated 
fraction of yeast extract which had been treated wi th pho sphotungstic 
. . . 
TABLE X -,Z... 
Effects of injection of the absolute msteyl alcohol traction ot an 
active alcoholic �drochloric acid extract in doses equivalent to 100 
grama of dry yeast . 
Experiment No. Volume Free HC l Total Acid 
(Control ) '0 minute period preceding injection 
oc.  meq. meq. 
1 .  a.o 0.2 0.5 
2.  0.5 o.o o.o 
, . 7.0 o., o.4 
4. o.o o.o o.o 
P'irst '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  26.0 1.4 2.0 
2. 9.0 0.5 o.a 
,. 50·0 1., 2.4 
4. �.o 1.7 2., 
� Oe9f o,il o,cy. 
Second � minute period after injection 
1. 15·5 1.0 1.5 
2. 15·5 o.6 1.2 
,. 26.0 0.5 1.0 
4. 12.5 1,2 1.5 
.. o.o1 0.02 0,001 
Third ,o minute period after injection 
1 .  11.0 o.4 0.9 
2. o.o o.o o.o 
, . 17.0 0.6 0.9 
4. 2.0 o.o o.o 
,. o., 0.2 o,, 
•P • Probabilitr of chance increase. 
TABLE XI 
Effects of injection of acetone soluble traction ot an active 
extract 1n doses equivalent to 60 to 200 grams of dry yeast . 
Experiment No. Volu, e  Free HCl Total Acid 
(Oontrol ) '0 minute period preceding injection 
C C ·i meq. meq. 
1. 9.0 0.2 0.7 
2. 11.0 o.o o.o 
, . ;.; o.o o.o 
4. ,., o.o o.o 
5· 9.0 0.1 o., 
Firat '0 minute period after injection 
1. 2,.0 1.0 1.4 
2 .  19.0 0.1 o., 
' ·  , . , o.o o.o 
4.  1,.o o.o o.o 
,. , ., o.o o.o 
,. ,, o,4 e.r 
Second ,0 minute period after injection 
1 .  2, . 0  o., 0.7 
2. 19.0 0. 1 0.4 
, . 2.0 o.o o.o 
4. 9.0 0. 0 o.o 
, . 6.; o . o  o . o  
,. • 2• 1! l,f: , .• 1.0 
Third ,0 minute period after injection 
1 .  11 .0 0.1 o., 
2 .  16. 0  o.o 0. 1 
, . , ., o.o o.o 
4. 2 . 0  o.o o.o 
;. 7,5 o.o o.o 
,. •• ,. 14 
*P • Probability of chance increase 
TABLE XII _,6-
Effect ot injection ot the non-precipitated traction ot yeast extract 
treated with phosphotungstic acid in doses equivalent to 45 to 100 grams 
· ot dry yeast . 
Experiment No. Volume l'ree HCl Total Acid 
(Control) ,o minute period preceding injection 
cc. meq. 
·:· 1.  8.0 o.o o. . 
2. 27.0 o.o o.o 
,. 2.5 o.o o.o 
4. , .o o.o 0.1 
5· 4.0 o.o o.o 
6. 4.0 o.o o.o 
1· 12.0 o.o o.o 
8. 2,.0 o.o o.o 
9. a., . o.o 0.9 
First '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  �.0 o.o 0.2 
2. ,.o o.o o.o 
, .  11.0 o.o o.o . 
4. 10.0 o.o 0.5 
5· 2,.0 o., 0.8 
6 .  8.0 0. 1 0.4 
1· 12.0 o.o 0.2 
8. 17.0 0.6 0.9 
9- ,., o.o o.o 
,. o.oa '"' 0.02 
Second ,0 minute period after injection 
1 .  ,6.0 o.o 0.1 
2. 41.0 o.o o.o 
,.  ,., o.o o.o 
4. 8.5 0.1  0.4 
5· 6.5 o., 0.6 
6. 10.0 0.5 0.9 
1· 9.0 o.o 0.1  
8. 10.0 o.o 0.1 
9. 1 .0  o.o o.o 












TABLE XII (Oont 1d) 




































acid. !he reaul h  ahow an increase whi ch 1 a  atat1 at1call7 aicDif icant 
in the first 30 ainut es following the iDJ ection . !he inc r.ae is in no 
case marked, and there i s  Yery little evi dence of act 1v1t7 in thi s 
fraction of the 7•st extract. 
Comparbon of 4CtiYe Yeast lxtract � Hi stamine 
�erimen t XIII 
ALOQli)LIC HYDROCBI.ORIC AC ID U'l'RlCT OJ Y:U.S!r !UA.TID WITH NI1'BOUS J.C ID  
In Table XII I the reiUl t a  of the 1D,J ect1on o f  2 co. of an a ctiYe al­
coholic qdroohloric acid extract of clr7 7eaat are giYen. !!his dose is 
eqaivalct to 64 1io 67 p. of the d17 yeaet. 
!he reeul ta ehow value s that are atat bt1call7 significant in al l  
oases e�ept two . The Yaluea for volume and free HCL in the last 30 
llim:a.te perio d are w1 thin the range of chance. !rheae reiUlts then are 
such as aight haYe been expected had the extract receiTed �o treatment 
with nitrous aci d. The nitrous acid treatment, therefore, had no effect 
BIST.AMINI !'RI.A.TED W ITH BITBOUS .lCID 
In !able XIV are shown the result s  of the inJ ection of 0. 1 milligram 
of h1 sta111ne after treatment with nit rous acid. !his amount, when un-
treated, i s  known to procblce a marked increase in gastric secretion . In 
this case it will be seen that all resalta are abaolutel7 negat1Ye 
etat1 st1oalq. The ati iiW.aUng action of the hi stamine has been co mpletel7 
destro7ed b.r the n1 troua acid treatlll8nt. 
TABLI nil 
Effects of injection of an active extract treated with nitrous acid 
in doses equivalent to 64 to 67 grams of dry yeast. 
Experiment No. Volume Free HCl Total .Acid 
(Oontro1) '0 minute period preceding injection 
cc . meq. meq. 
1 .  2.0 o.o o.o 
2. ,.0 o.o o.o 
,. 25.0 o.o 0.2 
4.  ,1 .0  o.o o.o 
'· 1.5 ft.O o.o 
First '0 minute period after injection 
1 .  66.0 1 .7  2.8 
2. ,1.0 1 .8  2., 
, . 64.0 2.8 , .7  
4.  20.0 0.5 0.9 
5· 61.0 1.8 2.8 
,. 0.01 o.oo1 0.001 
Second ,0 minute period after injection 
1 .  17.0 0.6 0.7 
2. 24.0 1.4 1.8 
, . 59·0 ,.a  4.7  
4. 17.0 0.2 0.4 
5· �.o 2.7 ,.4 
,. 0.05 0.02 0.02 
Third '0 minute period a:N.er injection 
1 .  11.0 0. 1 0.2 
2. 8.0 0.4 0.6 
, . 24.0 1.2 1.6 
4. 19.0 0.2 0.5 
5· 6.0 o.o 0.1 
.. 0.8 0.1 o.� 
*P • Probability of chance increase 
Bffecta of inJection of 0, 1 m111S&raa of h1tt8llline treated wUh 
ni trout acid. 
Toluae J'ree BCl !o tal .A.c14 
( Control) 30 ainut e per1o4 prececllDc inJ ection 
ce. aeq. meq. 
1 • 1,0 o.o o. o 
2. 12. 0 o. o o. o 
3. 6 , 0  o . o  o. o 
4 .  s.o 0. 1 0. 3 
5. 11.0 o.J o.• 
J'irat ao minute period after inJection 
1.  1,0 o . o  o. o 
2 .  5. 0 o. o o. o 
3. 32. 0  o.o o.o 
4 .  10. 0 o. o 0. 2 
5. 49 . 0  o. a 1. 1 
,. o.• ••• ••• 
Second 30 lllinute period after inJ ection 
1 .  4 . 0  o. o 0. 1 
2 .  7.0 o. o o. o 
3. 9 . 0  o. o o. o 
4. 8.0 o. o o. o 
5. 32.0 0,4 o.o 
e , Aaf ,  J,.g,, r I l,O 
!hird 30 minute perio d after inJ ection 
1 .  2. 5 o. o o. o 
2. 3. 0 o. o o. o 
3. '7. 0 o. o 0, 0 
4. 5. 0 o.o o. o 
5. 31 . 0  0.4 0. 7 
,. 0.7 l,O 1 •• 




In Figure 1 are shown the spectrophotometric curve s for histamine and 
an active extract a:rt.er simultaneous treatment with the Pauly reagent. It 
will be seen that the absorption curves differ markedly in height , the 
. 
curve for the extract being much lower at all pointe examined . Further, 
the peak for the extract is located at a different wave length from that of 
the histamine . 
Ohapter 4 
Pure Ohemical Compounds Known � Suspected !5!. � Present !!! Yeast . 
Experiment XVI 
NEURINE BROMIDE 
The effects of the injection of 25 milligrama of neurine bromide in 
1 . ,  co . of 0.9 per cent sodium chloride are shown in Table XV. There i s  
seen an increase in the gastric secretion which is statistically signifi­
c ant  in the first ,0 minute period fol lowing the injection. The results 
in the two fol lowing '0 minute periods are not statistically significant . 
The se results indicate that the neurine bromide does stimulate gastric 
secretion, but the effect lasts only for '0 minutes after injection. It 
may be possible to increase the length of the effect of the neurine 
bromide by giving larger dose s .  
Experiment XVII 
BETA-ALANINE 
The result• of the injection of 5 to 25 milligrams of beta-alanine in 
1 . 5  co.  of 0.9 per cent sodium chloride are shown in Table XVI . The values 
obtained are statistically negative in all case s .  
Experiment XVIII 
GLUTATHIONE 
The results of the injection of 25 milligrams of glutathione in 1 .5 cc . 
of 0.9 per cent sodium chloride are shown in Table XVII . The values 
obtained are statistically negative in all case s .  
. 
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Ef'f'ect.e ot injection ot 25 milligrame ot neurine bromide .  
Bxperiment. No. Volume Pree HCl Total Acid 
(Control) '0 minute period pl"eoed.U2g injection 
cc . meq. meq. 
1. ,.o o.o o.o 
2. o.o o.o o.o 
, .  4.0 o.o 0. 1 
4, o.o o.o o.o 
'· 12.0 e.o o.o 
Firat ,0 minute period atter injection 
1 .  27. 0  0.7 1.2 
2. 7·5 0.2 0.4 
, . 22.0  0.7  1.5 
4. 20.0 0.6 1.0 
5· 15.0  0.2 o., 
,. .... o.ooa 0.01 
Second ,0 minute period atter injection 
1 .  15.0 0.4 0.6 
2 .  2.0 o.o o.o 
, . 8.0 0.1 o., 
4.  8.0 o.o o.o 
5· 12.5 o.o 0.1 
f! 0.1 o.a 0. 1 
Third ,0 minut.e period attar injection 
1. 12.0 0.1 0.2 
2. ,.o o.o o.o 
, . 6.0 0.1 0.2 
4. 4.0 o.o o.o 
,. 5· 5 o.o o.o  
,. o., 0.1 o., 
*P • Probability of chance increase . 
TABLE XVI 
Effects of injection of 5 or 25 mg. of beta-alaniDe. 
Experiment No. Volume Pree HCl 
1 .  
2 .  
, . 
1 .  
2 .  
, . 
P* 




1 .  
2.  
, . 
(Oontrol) '0 minute period pteceding injection 
cc . meq. 
17.0 o.o 
4.0 0.2 
, .o  o.o 





































lffecte of injection of 25 mg. of g1ut.athione (Pf'anatieh1 ) .  
lxperiment No . Volume Free Hcl Total Acid 
(Oontro1 ) '0 minute period preceding injection 
cc .  msq. meq. 
1 .  5·0 o.o 0.2 
2. 12.0 o.o o.o 
,. 1.0 o.o o.o 
Firat ,0 minute period after injection 
1 .  6.0 0. 1 o., 
2.  9. 0  o.o o.o 
, .  1 .0  o.o o.o 
P* 1.0 o.4 0.7 
Sec ond ,0 minute period after injection 
1. , .o o.o 0.1 
2.  12.0 o.o o.o 
,. 1.0  o.o o.o 
P* 1 .0  1 . 0  1 .0  
Third '0 minute period atter injection 
1. ,.o o.o o.o 
2 .  8.0 o.o o.o 
, .  2.0 o.o o.o 
P* 1.0 1.0 1.0 
*P • Probability of chance increase 
IV 
DI SCUSSION 
Uling th e  method of extracting ch7 br .. er • s  yea.at with 95 per c ent 
alcohol and bl'llnchloric acid. it was po s sibl e to p repare an extract 
which could 'be relied upon as haYing a fairly constant ac t1Yity. !he 
use of alcohol in the first etep eliainated 181Ch of the extranemu 
����aterial (preiWIIB.bly protein or proteose 1D nature) which had been pre­
seDt in aqa.eoua extracts. The principal d1ff1cul t7 remaining waa in 
getting rid of the excess of hydrochloric acid. After alcohol had been 
eYaporated off, treatmen.t of the reeiclue with absolute alcohol and 1 t s  
eubeequent remoYal at 60° under diminiahed pre ssure el iminated a large 
pan of the acid. At this stage it was found that approx1-.tel7 on .. 
fifth of the ao lid reai4ue waa insolubl e in absolute alcohol and could be 
elimiDated 'b7 emausUYe extraction wi th ho t  abso lute alcohol. The 
eoluble fraction contained eesentiall7 the enti re actiYe eubstance present. 
lith sa.ch a po.rit ied extract the eqa.iTal ent of 60 gm. of dr.r yeast oould 
be concentrated into a Yolume of 1 to 1. 5 cc. B1' reducin& the To lu.Dl8 for 
inJ ect ion, less dhcollltort was e�erienced by the animal e. The tree acid 
preeent, however, still cauaed aome pain, and it was nea.trali sed rout inely 
wi th so li d  so dium bl carbonate Juat before inJection. !hi s  neutrali zation 
had been shown not to affe ct the actiTity. I t  was rather e11en tial that 
eTerything po sai'ble be don e toward the co mfo rt of the ani-.1, since o ther­
wiae the animal chewed at the leg t iea and awallowed copious quanti tiea of 
aal1Ta. 'lhe latter complication would render inaccurate the obaenationa 
on TOluae on the one hand and acid1 ty, whi ch thereby suffers some nentral i­
sation, on the other. Thi s waa the reason for the uae of Bemlntal aa an 
anesthetic in :l:lperiment IX. lloweTer, aa the illproTed extract became leaa 
diacomtorUDC on inJ ection, thi s proce4u.re was deemed unneceaaar.r, and calm 
behavio r throughout each aa88.7 was the !Ule. 
!hi e  pvified extract on evaporation al•at to d17!1eaa allowed whi te 
cr71�l a d1 aper1ed thrau.ghout the &Jl"UPJ 11qa.i4. !heae crratala were 
found to be nearlJ in10luble 1n abaolute ��ethl'l alcohol . !rhe7 were re-o 
moTed accord1ncl7 )J diaaolTing the brown 171'UPJ fluid in the alcohol 
and fil tertnc. 'l'h11 prooeaa was repeated ae'feral timea with au'baeqa.ent 
eT&porat1on almost to deyneas each time, ainoe the oeyatale also were 
el1ghtlJ aoluble in a great excess of the aolvent . When the ceyatal e 
were tested for gast ric act ivitJ in do ses equivalent to 100 gm. of dr,y 
Je&et, thq were found to be inactive. On the other hand the act1v1t7 
was found to co unchaaged into the absolute methTl alcohol soluble fraction. 
.A.t this stace then there remaine onl7 appro:dat el7 a fifth of the 
original aolid reeid.ue extracted from the reaet b7 the alcoholic �ro­
chloric ac id t reatment , half 'bein& inaoluble in di etilled water, a fifth 
insoluble in abaolut e etql alcohol and a tenth ineol11.ble in absolute 
metlJTl alcohel. 
!heae properties of aolub111 t7 1n the above three eolvent e rf!87 be 
taken to auggeet that the active 811\atance oon ai eta of moderatel7 polar 
organic moleculee probabl7 containiDC oD17 abort lQrdrocarllon chaine. 
A further queeUon aro 1e aa to whether or no t the active substance 
was present in the 7eaat as ltlch or was produced from some inactive 
material b7 the effect of the hJd,ro chlo rlc acid and heat. !l.herefore , 
DllDleroua atteapt a were made to fragmellt the reaat cella b,y other meana 
such as the collo id mill , the ball mill (grindinc for as lo��g as 60 houri. 
grindiDC with aand 1n a mortar, grincling with carllontnclum between glass 
platea, freesing with eo.baequent quick thawiDg, and di ssolution of the 
cell membrane b7 means ot ether or eth7l acetate. It was not po BBi ble to 
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demonatrate an7 con siderable degree of fragmentat ion mic ro scopicall7 o r  
o therwhe b7 8117 o f  these pqsical mean s. !reatment s with ether or 
etql acetate were al so unsuccessfUl in l7atng the membrane. 
Since the temperature of the evaporation procednre was eo low, it 
was thought that here the heat would not plq 8Zl7 appreciable part in 
the h:vpo thecated pro �ct ion of the active substance. BoweTer, in some 
caaea the J;fi was adJuated with solid po tassium bicarbonate o r  4-normal 
sodium h7dro:d.de to pH 5 o r  higher before evaporation was undertaken . 
!hi s precautloa had 11 ttle effect oil the act1 vi t7 and 1t ia concl11.ded, 
therefore, that hJdrochloric acid acta merel7 as an agent to release 
the act1 ve material from the :veaat cell . 
At tempts to prepare an active extract ueing a weak acid, au.ch as 
acetic, instead of h7drochloric were uni11Ccea a1Ul .  However, an active 
pro�ct waa obtained when formic acid was uaed. 
In a further attempt at purification , an active alrcohol1c qdrochlo-
ric aci d extract was treated with acetone repeatecll7 and a ve-q 811811 
amount of the material di ssolved in the acetone. !hi s soluble fraction 
would co rreapond to the one prepared b;r Abde rhalden and Sehaumun ( 17) 
and ilai d b7 thea to contain 1 aaoba•ta, 1 an o rganic baae perhapa identical 
with n�iae. However, the so luble frac t ion proved to be inact ive, while 
the act1 vi t7 remained uncb.a.Dged ia the insoluble fraction. 
Treatment of an ac tive extract with nitrous acid, whi ch is well 
known to convert prima17 aminea in to the co rresponclin& alcohols, ha4 
absolutel7 no effect on i t a  act1vit7. On the other band., the same treat-
ment applied to 0 . 1  mg. of bi atamime completel7 nega'\ed ita etfect on 
gastric secretion when inJ ected into the animal s. !hi s woulcl seem to 
prove that the active substance in :veaat· extracts · certainly is not 
histamine or any priary amine or secondary amine. !hua, any amino 
ni trogen in the molecul e must be at least tert1a17 if' not quaternary. 
SUch an arrangement i s  found in many heterocyclic ring compounds, 1n 
betainea, and in such qaatel'Dal7 l:laues as Qboline or nea.rine • 
.An unsu.ccesatul attempt was made to concentrate the active su.'bstance 
by precipUation with mercuric sulfate and with mercuric chlo ride. 
lurther, precipitation of an actiTe extract with pho sphotungstic acid, 
which i s  con sidered to be an uni veraal precipitant :tor organic llaaes, 
led to the pr�ar.&tion of a solution from the precipitated fraction which 
was inactiTe. These f indings indicate that the substance mq not be a 
basic compound after all, in apite of the fact that aci d Dlllst be used to 
bring the subatance into solution from the yeast originall7. On the o ther 
hand, it is  wggested that trea.tmen t wi th  barium hyclroxide, necesear;r at 
one stage in the pho spho tungstic acid separation, -.7 have destroyed the 
act1Te principle. 
Spectrophotometric eTidence al so indicates the non-ident1t7 of the 
yeast au.bstance with hi stan ine. lhen hi stamine and an active extract are 
treated sbml taneousl;r with the Paul7 reagent, Te17 different absorption 
curves result ( see J'ig. 1) . Jlthough the ;reaat extract was much more 
e:tfectiTe in stimulating gastric secretion tnan the �tit7 of histamine 
it was compared with, its absorption ctll"Ye was DlllCh lower at all point s 
examined and the peak was not located at the same wave length as in the 
case o f  hiatamine. 
Since the actiTe material was found no t to be hi stamine, other au.b­
stancea which might be present in yeast were tested :tor act1T1t7 1n do ses 
estiJDated to be :tar aboTe the content of each .ubstance in 60 gm. of yeast. 
· In thi s wq have been tried neUrine bromide, choline chloride, beta-alanine, 
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and glutathione. Wl th tbe exception of neu.rlne, none of these allOwed 
aD7 respon•e either �t1 tat1Y� or qual1 tat1Yelr comparable to that 




1. B;r alcoholi c acid extraction of dr7 7eaat, an _extract 1118¥ be 
prepared which i s  an effective pstric stimulant when inJ ec ted intr ... 
llllaeularl7. !he effective do se of the extract in dog e weighi:DC 
apProx1•tel7 10 ld.lograas repro eents 60 &Ill• of ch7 yeast. 
2, The active material i s  aoluble in abeolute methyl alcohol 
and absolute eth7l alcohol .  
3. 1'he active material 1e not found in the preciPi tate obtained 
b7 treatment of the extract with •rcu.ric sulphate, mercuric chleride, 
o r  pho spbotu.Dgatic acid. 
4, 1'he active mat erial i s  no t  hi stamine since it 1a no t affected 
b7 treatment with ni trous acid. !reatment with the Paul7 rea,;ent gives 
a colo r which exhi bits a apec tropho touetric cune ve1'7 d ifferent from 
that o f  hi stamine. 
5. Choline chl oride, bet .. alanine, and glutathione are ineffective 
as gastric stiaulante and con aequentl7 cannot represent the active 
ua terial in the 7east . 
6. lea.rine bromide is an effective gastric stimulant when inJ ected 
intramu.1cularly in 25 lllilllgram do ses. 
7. Our wo rk  baa not defini tel7 decided the questi on whether the 
active material exi at a preformed in yeast or is produced onl7 in the 
process of extraotion. While condUion1 are relat1Tel7 mild and no t 
desicned to produce qdrol7Uc or other change s in chemical structure 
of the yeast compounds, po si t ive evi dence ma7 depend upon d1 acove1'7 
of a phJ'sical means of fracmenting the 7east cella in the absence of 
heat and aoid. 
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